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As proprietor of copyright/reprint rights for the material mentioned and acknowledged above, I hereby grant nonexclusive permission for Gale Research Inc. to republish the English-language use in the World Market, in one volume of the title indicated below, in future custom editions, in electronic presentations, and in incidental use material published in the particular use.
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90 June 1994 - 20 September 1994

James Scrimgeour, Editor
CONNECTICUT REVIEW
English Department
WES1ERN CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY
Dear: Mr. Scrimgeour:

We are now preparing copy for TWENTIETH-CENTURY LITERARY CRITICISM (TCLC), published by Gale Research Inc. This is a request for permission to include in TCLC the material attached as submitted. PLEASE NOTE: The approximate date of publication is indicated on the enclosed contract/acknowledgment page, stamped "PLEASE SIGN AND RETURN."

Our permission request is for non-exclusive, English-language use in the World market, in future custom editions, in electronic presentations, and in incidental material publicizing these volumes. We will also include copyright and reprint rights information in a special appendix listing all the periodicals and books for which permission has been obtained. Please see the enclosed acknowledgment(s) and advise us of any changes. The bibliographical citation will appear at the beginning of the material exactly as indicated on the enclosed manuscript.

TWENTIETH-CENTURY LITERARY CRITICISM (TCLC), edited by Marie Lazzari, features long excerpts from the best criticism on the great novelists, poets and playwrights of 1900 to 1959—the era most frequently studied in high school and college literature courses. TCLC is published in a clothbound text edition of about 450 double-column pages.

Please indicate your approval of this request by signing in the space provided, attaching any other instructions necessary to confirm permission. If you have any questions, feel free to call us collect or at our toll-free number listed above. If you prefer, you may fax a reply to one of the numbers listed above.

Our press date is approaching soon. We hope you will be able to reply before the date given. If you are not the copyright holder, please forward our request to the appropriate person and indicate to us where the request has been sent.

Thank you for your interest in and cooperation with our publications.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Arnold
Jennifer Arnold
Permissions Assistant
Extension, 6642
27 September 1994

William Porter  
Provost  
Connecticut State University System  
P.O. Box 2008  
New Britain, CT 06050

Thank you for your telephone call yesterday regarding our request to reprint excerpts, approximately 2121 words, from "Robert Benchley: Humorist's Humorist" by Louis Hasley, which originally appeared in THE CONNECTICUT REVIEW.

As we discussed, should the heirs of Louis Hasley ever surface, we would be happy to pay a reprint fee.

If you have any further questions or if I may be of any additional help, please do not hesitate to call me at (800) 347-GALE, ext. 6765 or collect at (313) 961-6765. If you prefer, you may FAX a message to (313) 961-6950.

Thank you for your cooperation with our publication. I look forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Smilay  
Permissions Associate